


AUTOPEN 
 
 
Summary of your business idea 
 
A pen which is able to correct your spelling (for start in English language). Many 
people have to fill lots of forms and they are bound to make mistakes. This pen can 
allow you to be precise and write with right grammar and spelling. The pen can 
monitor your movements based on your hand movements. It provides you with 
suggestions during the writing and it also monitors your previous words or 
sentences, so it can inform you (through the vibrations and on display) about 
mistake and it can show you right options of words and grammar. 
 
 
  

1. Objectives (what you want to achieve?) 
 
 Less mistakes in forms, presentations, to reduce grammatical and spelling 

mistakes. 
 To promote an accurate writing style.  
 To turn writing into a pleasant activity. 
 Improving language knowledge. 

 
 
 

2. Description of the idea (how you came up with the idea, is that something 
new or innovation based on existing idea, what kind of problems does it 
solve?) 

 
 Based on autocorrect in phones and computers 
 Our own personal experiences in our lives 
 It corrects spelling mistakes, make your writing correct. 

 
 

3. Market and marketing strategy (customers, size of market, competition, 
pricing, marketing methods, etc.) 

 
Participate on exhibitions, events (for example for new innovators), start-up 
incubators and social media. 
 
 

What? Why this method? Cost: 

promoting on events raising awareness  

english school raising awareness  

social media raising awareness  

PR articles raising awareness  

our website our presentation  



 
4. Competitive analysis (who are your direct and indirect competitors?) 

 
Name, 
location & 
business size 

Product Price Strengths Weaknesses 

Apple Apple watch 300 USD Multi-device worse sensors 

Microsoft SW prediction unknown    
 
 
 
 

5. SWOT of your business 
 

 
Strengths 
 
- it is unique 
- easy to carry around 
- useful learning tool 

 
Weaknesses 
 
- easy to forget it 
- price 
 

 
Opportunities 
 
- schools 
- offices 
 

 
Threats 
 
- huge companies with background (Apple, 
Microsoft etc.) 
- people could rather have software 

 
 
 
 
 

6. Operation and logistics (what resources you need, what resources you 
have (also in terms of skills and knowledge), key staff summary): 

 
 Larisa - language specialist 
 Jacob - IT developer 
 Karolina - marketing 
 Dikins - PR 

 
Resources: capital, factory (outsourcing), graphic designers, linguistics, technology 
engineers, specialist in other fields 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



7. Cost and pricing (cost of manufacturing a product / providing a service, your 
pricing strategy, price per unit and sales expectations): 

 
Price of AUTOPEN for end customer is 99 USD 
 
That includes: 
 production price 35 USD 
 other production costs (marketing, development, promotions etc.) 50 USD 
 profit in the beginning 15 USD 

 
After 1 year is going to be 25 USD 
 
 
 

8. Financial forecast (what volume of sales / profit you expect in 6 months, 1 
and 2 years? Do you plan any investments? Do you intend to develop your 
business?) 

 
 profit in 6 months 15 USD/pcs 
 after 1 year is gonna be 25 USD/pcs 
 after 2 year is gonna be 30 USD/pcs 

 
We have many plans for innovations (integrate microphone, speakers, our own ink, 
bigger battery - self charger battery, small projector etc.) 
 
We want to expand to all Europe in 1 year, to the all-world in 2 years 
 
 
 

9. Back-up plan 
 
Sell our technology (SW a HW) to highest bitter. Sell our technology to IT company 
that has background, money or their own technology (for example smart watches) 
where they can implement our technology. 



ANDRI COOL & HOT  
 

 
 
Summary of your business idea 
 
BIO ingredient Hair Removing Cream for Men. 
 
The product will have BIO Ingredients, it will be safe for the Environment, 
dermatology and animal free tested. Our product is indented to also slow down the 
process of hair growing.  
 
  

1. Objectives (what you want to achieve?) 
 To become recognizing national wide in two years. 
 To have a good image on the internet. 
 To wide our range of products. 
 Advertise in men magazines. 
 Achieve break even.  

 
 

2. Description of the idea (how you came up with the idea, is that something 
new or innovation based on existing idea, what kind of problems does it 
solve?) 
 

Men do not have BIO cream to take care of their intimate parts. So we have decided 
to make our own, without any chemical ingredients that light irritate or burn out 
parts. It’s innovative because of the usage of Bio ingredients.  
 
 
 

3. Market and marketing strategy (customers, size of market, competition, 
pricing, marketing methods, etc.) 
 

Our customers are men from 15-50 years old, with average and above salaries that 
regularly buy cosmetics products. 
Size of market is 1 million consumers. 
Competition: NIVEA & VEET 
Price: 7-10€ 
 
What? Why this method? Cost: 
Promotional Activity in big stores   500€ 

Social Media  2000€ 

Support Youth Competition   500€ 



 
4. Competitive analysis (who are your direct and indirect competitors?) 

 
Name, location 
& business 
size 

Product Price Strengths Weaknesses 

NIVEA  Hair removal 5€ Known company  Not BIO 
VEET Hair removal 5€ Known company Not BIO 
 
 
 
 

5. SWOT of your business 
 
 
Strengths 
 

- Bio ingredients  
- Eco Friendly Packaging  
- Animal Free Testing  
- Safe for Environment 

 
Weaknesses 
 

- Expensive price  
- New Product 

 
Opportunities 
 

- In the last ten years there  is a trend 
for  BIO products  

 
Threats 
 

- Branded Products  
 

 
 
 

6. Operation and logistics (what resources you need, what resources you 
have (also in terms of skills and knowledge), key staff summary): 

 
 Personnel = 4 people  
 Technology = Specific Machines  
 Finances = 50.000€ 
 Distribution = Pharmacies, Supermarkets, Luxury Cosmetics companies  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
7. Cost and pricing (cost of manufacturing a product/providing a service, your 

pricing strategy, price per unit and sales expectations): 
 
 
 Cost of manufacturing : 6€ 
 Price strategy : 40% above costs of production  
 Sales Expectations: 1.500 products / month   

 
 
 
 

8. Financial forecast (what volume of sales / profit you expect in 6 months, 1 
and 2 years? Do you plan any investments? Do you intend to develop your 
business?) 

 
 6 months = 15.000€ 
 1 year = 180.000€ 
 2 year = 500.000€ 

 
 
 
 

9. Back-up plan 
 Selling a new Bio products for growing hair  
 Selling our remaining bio Products to bio stores   

 
 



NON PHONIA RESTAURANT 
 
 

 
Summary of your business idea 
 
We have detected that nowadays when people (above all youth) meet with friends, 
they prefer spending time looking at their mobile phones and holding it on their 
hands all the time. We have decided to open a coffee shop/bar where mobile phones 
are going to be forbidden. It will be a place without Wi-Fi to promote a real 
communication. 
 
Our rule: you leave the phone in the box when you enter the bar and if you do not 
follow the rule, you pay the drinks of the others.  
 
 
 

1. Objectives (what you want to achieve?) 
 

 To be a place of reference for having coffee in our city, later in our 
country and finally known world-wide 

 To create a change in the communication habits of local young people 

 
2. Description of the idea (how you came up with the idea, is that something 

new or innovation based on existing idea, what kind of problems does it 
solve?) 

 
We are tired of being ignored by our company while we are hanging out. It solves a 
problem of loneliness in the phone dominated world. 
 
It can be real good solution to this social problem for the people who has a similar 
feeling as us.  
 
Place design: bright colors, neon’s, random renewed furniture as in the ruin bars in 
Budapest.  
 
 
 
 

3. Market and marketing strategy (customers, size of market, competition, 
pricing, marketing methods, etc.) 

 
Customers: young people (local and tourist) 
Size of market: Wroclaw 
Pricing: lower than in other cafés. Only at the beginning, later we will rise the prices. 
  



Marketing: 
 
What? Why this method? Cost: 

Discounts for students Attract young people Low 
Loyalty card To promote loyalty Low 
Posters/leaflets (streets, 
university) 

To advertise us in a traditional way 
without using social media Medium 

Choice of price Clients decide if they pay extra money for 
the lectures to foster communication skills. 6/9Zl 

Board games and music 
box 

To remind about times when people did 
not use phones Medium 

Punishment  We want people to follow our rules. None 
 
 
 
 
4. Competitive analysis (who are your direct and indirect competitors?) 
 
Name, location 
& business 
size 

Product Price Strengths Weaknesses 

Alternative 
coffee-shop and 
bars 

Coffee, drinks, 
snacks Higher  Internet Nothing unique 

 
 
 
 

5. SWOT of your business 
 
Strengths 
 

- Originality 
- More welcoming atmosphere 
- Professional service 
- Friendly trainers and staff  

Weaknesses 
 

- No Internet 
- Hard to promote without social media 
- Lack of information about business 

like this one.  

Opportunities 
 

- To spread the idea in other cities and 
then abroad. 

- It could be a place for non-formal 
education. 

Threats 
 

- Low prices- low incomes 
- No loyal clients 
- Not very popular 



 
6. Operation and logistics (what resources you need, what resources you 

have (also in terms of skills and knowledge), key staff summary): 
 
 Local resources 
 Money 
 Furniture (new one and old one taken from grandma’s house) 
 Staff 

o Waiters/waitresses 
o Suppliers 
o Trainers 
o Cleaners 

 
 
 
 

7. Cost and pricing (cost of manufacturing a product / providing a service, your 
pricing strategy, price per unit and sales expectations): 

 
Person can choose the price lower or higher (the part of higher fee would be a fee 
for course where he can participate for free) 
 
Coffee, alcohol, snacks, pizza and sweets. 
 
 
 
 

8. Financial forecast (what volume of sales / profit you expect in 6 months, 1 
and 2 years? Do you plan any investments? Do you intend to develop your 
business?) 

 
We need free consultation of a lawyer and financial specialists. 
 
 
 
 

9. Back-up plan 
 
If our business plan fails, we will try another idea: removable high heels shoes.  



CASINO U SLEDZIKA 

 
1. Objectives (what you want to achieve?) 

We would like to deliver real gaming experience to the tourists and inhabitants of 
Szklarska Poreba and to bring new customers to the area.  

 
 
 

2. Description of the idea (how you came up with the idea, is that something 
new or innovation based on existing idea, what kind of problems does it 
solve?) 

We discovered that there is no casino in Szklarska Poreba. It is an oppurtunity to 
enrich local economy, ourselves and to attract new tourists. We will also operate bus 
and taxi services from Wroclaw, Prague and Dresden, to bring new customers to our 
casino more easily. 

 

 

3. Market and marketing strategy (customers, size of market, competition, 
pricing, marketing methods, etc.) 

Opened to everyone, no dress code, we don‘t have any direct competition, we will 
have entrance fee of 20 zloty.  

We plan to use facebook ads, advertising in local radio station and posters as a way 
of advertising and also our bus and taxi services which will have the name and logo 
of our casino on them.  

 

 

4. Competetive analysis (who are your direct and indirect competitors?) 

We dont have any direct comepetitors. Our indirect competitors may be local pubs, 
bars and nightclubs that offer entertainment and options to have fun and do not 
have entrance fee, but we plan to counter this advantage by offering more complex 
entertainment to our customers.  



 

 

5. SWOT of your business: 

 
Strengths 
 

- No competetion 
- cheap drinks 
- proximity to both Czech Republic and 

Germany 
- loyalty program for loyal players 
- logistic program 

 
Weaknesses 
 

- Entrance fee 
- negative view from locals 

 
Opportunities 
 

- Attracting rich and completely new 
tourists to Szklarska Poreba 

- improving the public opinion about 
our business by giving locals well 
payed jobs in our casino 

 
Threats 
 

- Local authorities or maybe even 
government 

- someone can open similar company 
- no customers 

 

 

 

 

6. Operation and logistics (what resources you need, what resources you have 
(also in terms of skills and knowledge), key staff summary): 

 We will need to find very big place for opening our casino.  
 We will need to buy slot machines and gaming tables aswell as bars, 

alcohol and to hire security and other staff.  
 We will need to know rent a bus and to buy a taxi car and taxi licenses.  

 

 

 

 



7. Cost and pricing (cost of manufacturing a product / providing a service, your 
pricing strategy, price per unit and sales expectations): 

20 zloty entrance fee, no entrance fee if you came by our bus plus 2 free drinks.  

The pricing of our buses:  

 Wroclaw – Casino 30zl one way 50 zloty both ways,  
 Prague – Casino 60 zloty one way, 100 zloty both ways.  
 Dresden – Casino 60zloty one way, 100 zloty two ways. 

 

 

 

8. Financial forecast (what volume of sales / profit you expect in 6 months, 1 
and 2 years? Do you plan any investments? Do you intend to develop your 
business?) 

We dont have intentions to expand our business outside of Szklarska Poreba.  

We will need big investments, but we cant say how high now. We expect to earn a 
lot but we cant predict how much now.  

 

 

9. Back-up plan 



Youth Employability 

Stimulators Of Tomorrow
Neringa Venckute, Anda Dișea, Manos Koutsakis



HOTEL SZKLARSKA POREBA



Our main goal is to improve the tourism in Szklarska

Poreba to provide good quality and spa services for 

customers.  

Our ‘Hotel Szklarska Poreba’ will surely be the best one in 

the village bacause of our innovative idea to connect 

leisure and medical services, all in one cozy and beautiful 

place.



Our guests can venture out and enjoy skiing and 

snowboarding on the slopes in the winter, while in the 

summertime play tennis or go hiking in the forest, 

breathing the fresh mountain air.  



Customers: 

-tourists 

-locals

Size of Market:

-target groups for all ages

Pricing:

-average luxury services 

Marketing Methods:

-facebook,  booking websites, radio,  customer 

recommendations



Strengths:

-unique and innovative services

-smart pricing comparing to competitors

-experienced staff 

Weaknesses:

- NO WEAKNESSES. WE  ARE STRONG AS BRITNEYS 2007 

BREAKDOWN!!!

Opportunities:

- providing new jobs for locals 

Threats:

-aliens attack

-homophobia

-britney phobia

-transphobia



Our expectations are high 

because we’re optimistic and 

we hope that you will find as 

many million euros as we 

need in order to open this 

unique business.

P.S If you do, you will have a 

free membership card for 

three years, plus discount 

card for local strip  club. 
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